
To learn more, visit us at www.motorefi.com or contact 

us at partners@motorefi.com

RESULTS

We know how important accuracy and efficiency is for 

both the borrower and lender experience.  We proudly 

boast industry leading technology and processes that 

lead to best-in-class results.

CREDIT UNION PARTNERSHELPING CREDIT UNONS

Finding people that need the most help isn’t easy.  At 

MotoRefi, we uncover the borrowers who could save 

money on their auto loan and using our proprietary 

technology, match them with the best terms our lending 

partners have to offer. We put $100/mo back in borrowers’ 

pockets while growing membership and lending for our 

credit union partners.

MotoRefi

• 85%+ approval rates

• 60%+ approval to fund 

• 50%+ look to book 

• 81 NPS

http://www.motorefi.com


-Putting Money Back into the Pockets of Borrowers-

Who is MotoRefi?
- MotoRefi is a company on a mission!  A mission to save borrowers money by

refinancing their auto loans through our state-of-the-art, digital platform.

How exactly are we helping borrowers?
- We work with some of the best lending partners in the country who share the same

mission of trying to save borrowers money. With the help of our marketing
partners, we’re finding those borrowers and bringing them to our platform.  As the
borrower completes their application with us, we use our technology to present the
best offers our lender partners have to offer.  The borrower chooses the loan that
fits their needs best and we’re off!

Why partner with us?
- Industry-leading efficiency: approval rates of 90+% and look-to-book rates of 45+%,

leading to less cost and less stress from our partners.

- We make it easy utilizing your rates, guidelines, and borrower agreements.  The
borrowers we bring you are ones you’d pursue in your own direct channels!

- We do the heavy lifting!  Document collection, payoffs, funding, and title/lien
perfection is all done by the team at MotoRefi.

- MotoRefi has several integration partners, many of which are “turnkey,” making it
possible to be up-and-running in a matter of weeks!

- Dedicated Partnership Management focused on helping you achieve your goals.

Interested?
- Don’t hesitate to contact Drew White, Director of Lender Development!

- drew.white@motorefi.com
- 571.266.0308
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